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Look, look, missed…



Art Director



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m43rh-pI0P0


What Is An Art Director?

Art directors determine the overall style and tone of a 
project and work to ensure that vision is brought to life.



Daily Responsibilities of An Art Director
Presenting designs to clients for approval 
Deciding which design elements to use 
Managing design workflows and collaborating with design staff to 
ensure projects are delivered on time and are of the utmost quality 
Reviewing and approving designs and other types of graphics 
created by design staff 
Communicating with clients and/or senior management to develop 
an aesthetic that reflects the goals of a campaign or project 



A Day In The Life As An Art Director

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N1EjvEHxvd4


Creative Director vs. Art Director?

A creative director is more of a business role whereas an 
art director is a design/creative role with conceptual 
abilities & light management skills. While both of these 
roles require the ability to effectively manage projects, a 
creative director will be more business goal-oriented and 
perhaps even manage the art director.



Art Direction at Startup Case Study



Casper Case Study



Our Students Who Became Art Directors



How Does Art Direction and Product Design Work Together?

Art Direction and Product Design fit together incredibly well. They are both tasked with 
creating something that stands out from the rest but does it through different means. They are 
essentially two sides of the same coin.  

Art Direction is focused on the general aesthetic vision. It pulls together a brand and makes the 
whole array of products that they offer align together to promote a family of products instead 
of just multiple randomized projects. Product Design implements the physical and small 
changes into reality and creates the products and designs that the Art Direction calls for. 
Functionally, while Art Direction is concerned with how a product feels to the customer, 
Product Design focuses on how the product looks, acts, and works. These two different focuses 
come together to make a product that is simultaneously innovative within a lineup of products 
yet remains cohesive with everything else in the brand.  



Creative Directors



Brand Designers



Content Designers



So what?



Takeaway
Learning art direction and brand design will 
afford designers with more career options

Feeling creative but not extremely hands on? 
Become an art director

Develop multiple skills; create “content”; 
have multiple versions of portfolio



Next Steps
Path Unbound’s School of Design 
program is designed for students who 
want to specialize in design disciplines 
that call for visual skills, rather than UX. 
Our program includes 9 courses that can 
be customized based on student’s 
background and goals. 


We are among the most affordable and 
value-packed programs. We are open 
worldwide and enrollment is rolling.



Our Art Direction Course



Our Art Direction Course



Our Brand Design Course



Our Brand Design Course



Program Features



Program Features



Program Features



Program Features



Flexible Financing



Next Steps

Exclusive tuition discounts for ADPList members:  
https://www.pathunbound.com/exclusive-discounts-for-adplist-community-members/ 

https://www.pathunbound.com/exclusive-discounts-for-adplist-community-members/


Q&A?


